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ABSTRACT 
We give new bounds on eigenvalue of graphs which imply some known bounds. In 
particular, if T(G) is the maximum sum of degrees of vertices a~t  to a vertex in a 
graph G, the largest eigenvalue p(G) of G satisfies p(G) <~ ~IT(G) with equality if 
and only if either G is regular or G is bipartite and such that all vertices in the same 
part have the same degree. Consequently, we prove that the chromatic number of G 
is at most ~ + 1 with equality if and only if G is an odd cycle or a complete 
graph, which implies Brook's theorem. A generalization of this result is also given. 
© 1998 Elsevier Science Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a finite graph without loops or multiple edges. Let n and m be 
the numbers of vertices and edges of G, respectively. The eigenvalues of G 
are the eigenvalues of its adjacency matrix A(G). The largest eigenvalue of 
A(G) is called the spectral radius of G, denoted by p(G). In general, the 
spectral radius p(A) of a nonnegative matrix A is the largest norm of its 
eigenvalues. A bipartite graph is said to be semiregular if each vertex in the 
same part of a bipartition has the same degree. 
R. A. Brualdi and A. J. Hoffman [1] showed that the spectral radius p(G) 
of a graph G with m = (d)  edges satisfies p(G) ~<d - 1, with equality if 
and only if G is the complete graph K e plus isolated vertices. They further 
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conjectured that for a graph G with 
p(G)~<d- l+e,  whereO<E<l  and e 3+(2d-  1)e 2+(d  2 -d - t )e -  
t 2 = 0, and the equality holds if and only if the only nontrivial component of 
G is the graph G e obtained from K d by adding a new vertex of degree t. R. 
P. Stanley [8] proved that p(G) ~< ½(-  1 + C-i- + 8m ) with equality if and 
only if m = /d2) and G is the complete graph K a plus isolated vertices. 
Stanley's bound implies the Brualdi-Hoffman bound when m = {~ 1. Fried- 
/ 
\ - -  / 
land [4] refined Stanley's bound and thereby proved that the conjecture holds 
when t is 1, d - 3 and d - 2. The conjecture was finally proved by Rowlin- 
son  [6]. 
In this paper, we first give new bounds on the eigenvalues of graphs 
which imply some known bounds. In particular, if T(G) is the maximum sum 
of degrees of vertices adjacent to a vertex in a graph G, then p(G) <~ vZ-T-((G) 
with equality if and only if either G is regular or G is semi regu lar~te .  
Consequently, we prove that the chromatic number of G is at most ~/T (G) + 
1 with equality if and only if G is an odd cycle or a complete graph, which 
implies Brooks's theorem. In fact, we prove a more general result. 
2. EIGENVALUES OF GRAPHS 
Based on Stanley's idea, Hong Yuan [11] obtained that for any graph G 
without isolated vertices, p(G) <~ ¢2m - n + 1 with equality if and only if 
G is a star or the complete graph plus copies of K~. It is interesting to note 
that this result was announced by A. J. Schwenk [7] about ten years before it 
was proved by Hong Yuan. Since 
n /  implies ( -1  + + ) ~< -n  + 
1 
m~< 2 / ~ C-i- 8m ¢2m 1 
Hong's bound is better than Stanley's. In this section, we apply a classic result 
to obtain a simple bound which is stronger than Hong's bound. In some 
sense, the result is stronger than Brualdi and Hoffman's conjecture. 
Let A be a nonnegative matrix of order n. Let ri(A) be the sum of all 
elements in the ith row. A matrix A is row-regular if all row sums r~(A) are 
equal. Similarly, column-regular can be defined. For each i, let Ri(A) = 
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~nj=l ajir j and let R( A) = max l.<~_<n{Ri(A)}. The associated graph G( A) 
with a symmetric matrix A is defined to be the graph with the vertex set 
{1, 2 . . . . .  n} in which /j is an edge if and only if a~j > 0. Frobenius proved 
that the spectral radius p(A) ~< r(A), where r(A) is the maximum row sum. 
The inequality in the following lemma can be easily derived by applying this 
result to A 2. Here we give a proof which makes it easier to characterize the 
matrices with the equality. 
LEMMA 1. Let A be a nonnegative irreducible symmetric matrix. Then 
p ( A ) <<. ~( (  A ) 
with equality if and only if A is row-regular or A is of the form 
(o B) 
B T 0 
where B is both row-regular and column-regular. 
Proof. Let x ~- (X l ,  X 2 . . . . .  Xn)  be the eigenvector f A corresponding 
to g(A), and Ilxll = 1. Then p(A)x~ = Enl=l aqxj, and by the Cauchy- 
Schwarz inequality, 
( I) 1/2 1/z ~ aij ~ a,j xj) r i pZ( A)x~ = ~ (a~j )(aq xj <<. ~ [ 1/a z ~ a,jx~. 
j= l  j= l  j= l  j= l  
(1) 
Sum on i to obtain 
i=1 i=1 j= l  j= l  i~1 




p( A ) ~ ~- ( -~.  
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I f  the equality holds, then all inequalities in (1) and (2) must be equalities. 
From (1), for a fixed i, ~j is a constant for each a,j > 0, and then px i = r~xj. 
Hence, if u and v have a common neighbor in G(A), i.e., aiu > 0 and 
aiv > 0, then 
d ix  u = px  i = d ix  ~. 
Thus x u = x v. More generally, for all vertices from which there is an even 
path to a given vertex in G(A), their corresponding xi must be equal. Since 
A is irreducible, G(A) is connected. Hence either all x i are equal, and then 
A is row-regular, or G(A) is bipartite, and then, with an appropriate 
permutation, 
(0 
A= Br 0 " 
In this case, B and B r are clearly row-regular. 
Conversely, if A is row-regular, let r(A) = ri(A) be the constant row 
sum of A. Then 
R( A) = ~ aijrj( A) = ~ aljr ( A) = r2( A). 
j= l  j= l  
Hence p(A)  = r (A)  = ~/ -R -~.  
( ° B ) and B is both row-regular and column-regular, then I f  A = B ~ 0 
0 ) 
BrB • 
Let r(B) and c(B) be the constant sum of each row and each column in B, 
respectively. Let B = (bij) be a n I by n 2 matrix. Then for each i, 
n l  n 2 ~22 /'tl 
r,(BBT) = E E b,kb# = E b, kE  bjk =r (B)c (B)"  
j= l  k=l  k=l  j= l  
Similarly, ri(BrB) = r(B)c(B). Thus A 2 is row-regular and R(A) = 
r(B)c(B). Hence p(A)  = ~ A) .  • 
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Let v be a vertex of a graph G. The degree of v is the number of edges 
incident to v, denoted by dG(V) or d(v) for short. The 2-degree of v is 
defined to be the sum of degrees of vertices adjacent to v, denoted by t(v). 
Let T(G) denote the maximum 2-degree of G. 
THEOREM 1. Let G be a connected graph with maximum 2-degree T(G). 
Then 
, ( c ) .<  
with equality if and only if G is either a regular graph or a semiregular 
bipartite graph. 
Proof. Since the ith row sum of A = A(G) is exactly the degree of the 
ith vertex vi, the 2-degree of the vertex v~ satisfies 
= aj, d ( , j ) .  
j= l  
Hence R(A) in Lemma 1 is exactly the maximum 2-degree T(G). Since G is 
connected, A(G) is irreducible. Then, by Lemma 1, we have 
The equality holds if and only if A(G) is row-regular or A(G) is of the form 
(0 0") 
where B is both row-regular and column-regular, that is, if and only if G is 
either a regular graph or a semiregular bipartite graph. • 
COROLLARY 1. If G is a connected bipartite graph with m edges, than 
with equality if and only if G is a semiregular bipartite graph. 
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Proof. It follows from the fact that T(G) <~ m for a bipartite graph G. 
COROLLARY 2 (Hong Yuan). I f  G is a graph with no isolated vertices, 
p (G)  <~ ~/2m - n + 1 
with equality if and only if G is a star or the complete graph plus copies 
of K2. 
Proof. I f  G is connected, let v i have the maximum 2-degree T(G). 
Since there are n - 1 - d~ vertices which are not adjacent o v~, then 
T(G)  = ~ dja,j<<. ~. d j -d~- (n - l -d i )  =2m-n+1. 
j=l j=l 
The equality holds if and only if all vertices not adjacent o v i have degree 1. 
By Theorem 1, p(G)= ~ is and only if G is a regular graph or a 
half-regular bipartite graph. Hence p(G) = ~/2m - n + 1 if and only if G is 
a star Kl, n-1 or the complete graph. 
I f  G is not connected, let p(G)= p(G 1) where G 1 is a connected 
component of G. Then 
p(G)  ~< v/2ml - n 1 + 1 
where m 1 and n 1 are the numbers of edges and vortices of G 1, respectively. 
Since G does not have isolated vertices, 
~/2m 1-n  I + 1 <~ ~/2m-n  + 1 
with equality if and only if all components other than G 1 and K2; otherwise, 
they would make a positive contribution to the term 2m 1 - n 1 + 1 and thus 
~/2m 1 - n 1 + 1 < ~/2m - n + 1. By the previous case, G 1 is a star or a 
complete graph, and the proof is complete. • 
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Note that we can easily prove the inequality in Lemma 1 without the 
irreducibility; thus Hong's inequality can easily be proved by Theorem 1 or 
Lemma 1. However, to give a simple characterization f the matrices 
satisfying the equality, we need the irreducibility. Theorem 1 clearly implies 
the well-known result that if G is a connected graph with maximum degree 
A, then p(G) ~< A with equality if and only ifG is regular. Usually, Corollary 1 
is proved by Schur's trace inequality and the symmetry of eigenvalues of 
bipartite graphs. 
Now we given another generalization f Hong Yuan's bound, which can 
be proved by Theorem 1, but the argument for the equality is more 
complicated. We will prove it by combining the techniques of Hong [11] and 
Stanley[8]. Another eason to give this proof is that the bound given below 
can be improved in a similar way by a subtler consideration fvertex degrees 
of graphs in some specific lasses. 
THEOREM 9.. Let G be a graph with minimimum degree 8 >1 1 and 
maximum degree A. Then 
p(G) <~ ~/2m - 8(n - 1) + ( t~-  1)A 
with equality if and only if G is regular, a star plus copies of Kz, or a 
complete graph plus a regular graph with smaller degree of vertices. 
Proof. Let F(v i) denote the set of vertices adjacent to v i. Let N(v i) 
denote the set of vertices which are not adjacent to v~ and let N'(v i) = N(v i) 
- {vi}. let x = (x 1, x~ . . . . .  Xn )T be the unit eigenvector corresponding to
p(G). Then p(G)x i = ]~ 1 aijxj. By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, 
( )2 
p2( A)x~ = ~ a,j(a,jxj) <<, ~ a~j ~ (a,jxj) 2= d, Y~. xf , (3) 
j=l  j=l  j=l j~F(vi) 
where d i = d(vi). Hence 
i= 1 i= 1 j~N(v i )  i= 1 j~N(v i )  
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Now we estimate 
i= i  jeN(vi) i=1  i=1 j~N'(v~) 
>~ ~ d,x~ + 8 ~ ~ x~. (4) 
i=1  i=1 j~N'(vi) 
i=1  i=1 j~N'(vi) i=1  
) = 8 d,x~ + (n -d~-  l )x~ - (8 -  i )  d,x~ 
i i=1  i=1 
= 8(n -  1) - ( f i -  1) ~ d,x~ 
i=1  
>t 8(n -  1) - (8 -  1)A. (5) 
Therefore we have 
p(G) ~< i/2m - 8(n - i )  + (~-  1)A.  
In order for the equality to hold, all inequalities in the above argument 
must be equalities. From (4), we have either d(v~) = 8 or F.j e N'(~ ) Xj 2 = 0 
for each vertex v r For  6 = 1, this implies G is a star or a complete graph 
plus copies of K 2. 
Now assume 8 > 1. By the Perron-Frobenius theorem, there is a 
connected component G 1 of G such that p(G)  = p(G 1) and x i > 0 for 
each v i ~- V(G1).  From (5), either d(v  i) = A or x i = 0 for each i. Hence 
d(v i )= A for each v i ~ V(G j ) .  I f  there exists a vertex v i ~ V(G 1) 
such that d(v  i) = 8, then A = 8 and G is regular; otherwise, A > 8 and 
~j  e N'(~,) xi2 -- 0 for each vertex v i ~ V(G1). Then F(vi)  = V(G l) - v~ for 
each vertex v~ ~ V(G i ) ,  and G 1 is a complete graph K,,.  Let G 2 be the 
union of all other connected components of G with n2 vertices and m 2 
edges. Since m=m I +m~,  n =n t +n.  2, and 2m 1 =n l (n  1 -  1), from 
p(G)  = ~2m - 8 (n  - 1) + (8  - 1)A = p(G l )  = n I - -  1 it follows that 
2m 2 = 8n 2 + (8 -  l)(n I -  A-- i). 
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Hence n 1 >/A + 1. Since G 1 = K,~, we have n 1 - 1 ~< A and then n 1 = 
A + 1. Therefore, 2m 2 = 6(G)n 2. Since 6(G)  ~< 6(Gz) , we have 2m 2 = ~< 
6(G2)n 2, which implies 6(G) = 8(G e) and G, 2 is regular. 
Conversely, if G is k-regular, then 
i /2m-  ~S(n- i) + (8 -  I)A = i/kn-k(n- 1) + (k -  l)k =k. 
Similarly, if G is a star plus copies of K z or a complete graph plus a regular 
graph with smaller degree of vertices, the equality also holds. • 
For many graphs G with fixed edge number  
d )  + t, 
/n  ~ 2 
in some sence the bounds in Theorems 1 and 2 are much better than the 
one given by Brualdi and Hoffman's conjecture. For instance, if 2t - (A - 
d + 1) - 6(n - A - 1) ~< 0, then by Theorem 2, p(G) ~< d - 1. For each 
result we give in this section, we can get a corresponding result for digraphs, 
but we will not discuss them here. 
3. CHROMATIC  NUMBERS 
The chromatic number  x(G) of a graph G is the minimum number of 
colors such that G can be colored in a way such that no two adjacent vertices 
have the same color. Brooks [2] proved that x(G) <~ A(G) + 1 with equality 
if and only if G is an odd cycle or a complete graph. Wilf [10] improved this 
result and proved that x(G) <<, p(G) + 1 with equality if and only if G is an 
odd cycle or a complete graph. By Wilt~s result and Theorem 1, we have the 
following result, which gives a simple bound on x(G) through using the 
vertex degrees of a graph; it is like Brooks's theorem but stronger than it. 
THEOREM 3. Let G be a connected graph with maximum 2-clegree T(G). 
Then 
x(c )  <- v (c) + i 
with equality if and only if G is an odd cycle or a complete graph. 
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Now we shall give a combinatorial proof. To do this, we will prove a more 
general result. Let T(G) be a real function on a graph G. Consider the 
following two properties: 
(P1): If H is an induced subgraph of G, then T(H) ~< 7(G); 
(P2): T(G) >~ t}(G). 
G. Szekers and H. S. Will [9] proved 
THEOREM 4 (Szekeres and WilD. Let T(G) be any real function on G 
with properties (Pl) and (P2). Then 
x(C)  ,,/(c) + 1. 
Note that the above theorem does not say anything about the equality. 
Let T(G) --- A(G); Brooks's theorem says that x(G) = A(G) if and only if G 
is an odd cycle or a complete graph. Let T(G) = p(G); Will's theorem says 
that x(G) = p(G) if and only if G is an odd cycle or a complete graph. To 
unify all the above results, we consider another property (P~) for a function 
T(G), which is stronger than (P2). 
(P~): 7(G) >f 8(G) with equality if and only if G is regular. 
We have the following result. 
THEOREM 5. Let y(G) be any real function on a graph G with proper- 
ties (P1) and (P~). Then 
x(C) <- r (c )  + z 
with equality if and only if G is an odd cycle or a complete graph. 
Proof. Since T(G) satisfies P~, it satisfies Pc. By Szekeres and Will's 
result, x(G) ~< ~/(G) + 1. Now we consider the equality. By property (P~), 
T(C) = 2 for odd cycles C and 3,(K n) = n - 1. Hence x(G) = T(G) + 1 
for an odd cycle or a complete graph G. Conversely, let G be a graph such 
that x(G) = ~/(B) + 1. Suppose G is neither an odd cycle nor a complete 
graph. Let G be such a graph with the smallest number of vertices. Then 
8(G) t> T(G); otherwise, there exists a vertex v such that d(v) < T(G). 
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Then 
x(C - , )  < r (c  - . )  < 
Hence G - v can be colored in 7(G) colors. It is easy to see that this proper 
7(G)-coloring of G - v can be extended to a proper y(G)-coloring of G, 
which is a contradiction. 
Hence 7(G) = 6(G) and G is regular. By Brooks's theorem, G is an odd 
cycle or a complete graph, a contradiction. The proof is complete. • 
Since A(G) and p(G) satisfy (P1) and (P~), Theorem 5 implies Brooks's 
and Will's theorems. Note that we used Brooks's theorem in the proof of 
Theorem 5. 
To prove Theorem 3, we only need to prove that ~ satisfies (P1) 
and (P~). Clearly, ~ satisfies (P~). Let H be an induced subgraph of G 
and A(H) = aij(H). Let i be the vertex which has the maxinmm 2-degree 
T(H) in H. Then 
T(H) = E a,j(H)dn(J) <~ E a,j(G)dc(J) <~ T(G)" 
jeV(H) jeV(G) 
Hence ~/'~G) satisfies (P1). 
For any real function 7(G) satisfying (P1) and (P2), we might hope to 
construct a new function 7'(G) satisfying (P1) and (P~) such that 3t'(G) ~< 
T(G). Unfortunely, that is not possible in general. Let 7(G) = max 8(H), 
where the maximum is taken over all induced subgraphs H of G. G. Szekeres 
and H. S. Wilf [9] observed that ~/(G) satisfies (P1) and (P2) but 7(S,) = 1 = 
8(Sn), where Sn is a star on n vertices. It is easy to see that there is no 
function 7'(G) which satisfies (P1), (P~), and 7'(G)~< 7(G); otherwise, 
7'(S~) = 8(S,) and then S~ is regular, a contradiction. The bound given in 
Theorem 2 is also a counterexample. However, these functions A(G) satisfy 
the following property: 
(P3): If G is k-regular, 7(G) = k. 
Property (P~) implies both (P2) and (P3). Actually, for any ~/(G) satisfying 
(P1) and (P2), we can construct a function 7*(G) as follows: 
k if G is k-regular, 
7*(G) = ,/(G) otherwise, 
which satisfies (Pl), (P2), and (Pa). 
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Let v be a vertex of a graph G. The degree of v can be viewed as the 
number of walks of length 1 from v. The k-degree of v can be defined to be 
the number of walks of length k from v. The 2-degree is exactly" same as we 
defined before. Let Ak(G) be the maximum k-degree in a graph G which is 
the maximum row sum of A k. By applying Frobenius's bound to A k, we may 
have a bound on the spectral radius of A. It is not hard to prove that the 
function [Ak(G)] 1/k satisfies properties (Pl), (P2), and then, by Theorem 5, 
we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 6. Let G be a connected graph with maximum k-degree 
Ak(G). Then 
x(C) 1/' + 1 
with equality if and only if G is an odd cycle or a complete graph. 
Note that [Ak(G)] 1/~ = A(G) if and only if there exists a vertex v in G 
such that all vertices within a distance less than k have degree A(G). Hence, 
for k >~ 2, the above theorem is stronger than Brooks's theorem in many 
cases. It can be shown that the sequence {[Ak(G)] l/k} is deceasing in k. By a 
result of Cvetkovic [3], one can prove that lim k _.~ [Ak(G)] 1/k = p(G). 
To obtain a nice bound on the chromatic number in a similar way, one 
has to find either a nice function T(G), as we did above, which satisfies (P1) 
and (P~), or a nice T(G) satisfying (PI), (Pz), and (P3), and characterize all 
graphs such that x(G) = T(G) + 1. 
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